Antigen incorporated in virus-like particles is delivered to specific dendritic cell subsets that induce an effective antitumor immune response in vivo.
Virus-like particles (VLP) from rabbit hemorrhagic disease virus (RHDV) can be used as a scaffold to facilitate the delivery of antigens to induce cell-mediated immune responses. In this study, we investigated the immune response to lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus-derived peptide antigen (gp33) delivered by RHDV VLP. The gp33 peptides were incorporated into the VLP in 2 different forms, either recombinantly expressed inside the VLP (VLP-gp33r) or chemically coupled to the surface of the VLP (VLP-gp33c). We showed that VLP-gp33r induced a greater level of cytotoxicity than VLP-gp33c against gp33-coated target cells in vivo. Both VLP, when delivered as prophylactic vaccines, inhibited the growth of Lewis' lung carcinoma tumors expressing gp33 (LL-LCMV) in mice to a similar degree. Studies to investigate the mechanism induced by these VLP showed that 2 CD11c DC subsets, CD8α and CD8α, acquired VLP in vivo and in vitro, and VLP-gp33r were cross-presented by both these subsets to prime CD8 T cells through a TAP-independent, endosomal recycling pathway. Depletion of Langerin DC in vivo before and after vaccination with VLP-gp33r, lead to reduced cytotoxicity implicating these cells in the induction of cytotoxic effector cells. These results suggest that recombinant VLP expressing tumor peptides targeted to Langerin DC may have clinical application. Finally we found that VLP-gp33r were more effective antitumor vaccines than VLP-gp33c when delivered therapeutically. The findings of this study suggest the potential of VLP as a platform for delivery of tumor-associate antigen and elicit protective immunity against tumors.